With the increasingly serious threat of privacy protect, the collaborative precision positioning cloud service urgently needs to be carried out homomorphic encryption protection for sensitive data. But the existing asymmetrical approaches are inefficient and are not practical for applications, while the symmetric approaches has low security. In this paper, based on the MORE and Enhanced MORE symmetric homomorphic encryption algorithms, we proposes a fully homomorphic encryption mechanism called DSFHE, with dynamic key generation, symmetric encryption and random encryption. Analysis and experimental results show that the proposed mechanism reduces the cipher-text storage overhead and execution time, which also can prevent the strong attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collaborative precision positioning service cloud have a large amount of data and users, which is accessed frequently. Users' privacy data stored in cloud platform are easy to reveal, which need to be encrypted for privacy protection. But it is difficult to calculate for the data after encryption. The data on the cloud platform are facing security risks, such as external attacks to steal and leakage of internal operations staff. Traditional encryption technology can protect the confidentiality of the data processing. But data query, statistics, analysis and calculation are operated in the cloud data center, data cannot be treated under encryption. Data decryption reprocessing efficiency is quite low, and Sensitive data and privacy data are easy to leak to the attackers.
Existing cipher-text computation can perform computation on encrypted data, as encryption of computation on plaintext in theory. But asymmetric homomorphic encryption technology is faced with low calculation efficiency and serious problem with enforcing cloud platform to adjust to algorithms requirement, while the symmetric homomorphic encryption is not enough secure. Homomorphic encryption technology is difficult to get practical application in cloud computing. Therefore, it is time to put forward a kind of secure and efficient new homomorphic encryption algorithm, which can break through the bottleneck of homomorphic encryption on the efficiency, safety and practical, achieving its application in the cloud data resource security protection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, Section 2 describes the Related Work of homomorphic encryption algorithm. Section 3 construct a dynamic symmetric fully homomorphic encryption mechanism. Security analysis and performances of DSFHE mechanism are given in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
In 1978, the problem of homomorphic encryption [1] (privacy) was introduced by Rivest. According to its development stage [2] , it can be divided into Partial Homomorphic Encryption, class Homomorphic Encryption, and Fully Homomorphic Encryption. Partial homomorphic encryption (PHE) only supports a single type of cipher domain homomorphism (add or multiply homomorphism). For example, the RSA algorithm only supports multiplicative homomorphism, and the GM algorithm only supports additive homomorphism. The class homomorphic encryption (SHE) can support the addition and multiplication of the finite number of cipher-text fields. Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) can achieve arbitrary cipher-text addition and multiplication. In 2009, Gentry firstly proposed fully homomorphic encryption based on the Ideal case [3] . However, the fully homomorphic encryption algorithms are confronted with problems such as complex operation process, low operation efficiency and large cost of key generation.
The homomorphic encryption algorithms with symmetric key are also proposed. The MORE [4] algorithm supports the fully homomorphic encryption calculation, but whose security is not high. It is vulnerable to the chosen plaintext attack. The multi-user homomorphic encryption scheme [5] is designed, which also faces the chosen plaintext attack threat [6] . The enhanced MORE algorithm [7] supports key dynamic generation randomly, which needs both sides to negotiate synchronous secret keys beforehand. Adoption of different symmetric key may affect the results of cipher-text computation. Homomorphic encryption algorithm based on threshold scheme [9] was proposed, whose shared keys r remains unchanged, protected by threshold function.
In conclusion, homomorphic encryptions with asymmetric key are inefficient and not practical for applications. While the confidentiality and randomness of K in the symmetric homomorphic encryption mechanism need to be improved.
III. HYBRID FULLY HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION MECHANISM

A. Design Concept
We proposes a dynamic symmetric fully homomorphic encryption mechanism for cloud computing data security protection. Considering the advantage of symmetric scheme, the scheme takes homomorphic encryption with symmetrical keys on plaintext encryption in order to improve the calculation efficiency, which also improves the randomness of symmetric key and changes the simple linear relations by comprehensively utilizing of the displacement, the random number, dynamic key, which prevent chosen plain text attacks.
A Fully homomorphic encryption consists of four algorithms [2] :
: → , is a randomized algorithm that takes a security parameter U as input, and outputs a secret key.
(2)
: ( , ) → , Enc is an Encryption algorithm that takes key and a plaintext P as input, and outputs a cipher text C.
(3)
: ( , ) → , Dec is a Decryption algorithm that takes key and a cipher text C P as input, and outputs a plaintext.
(4)
: ( , ) → ( , ), ∈ , ( , , ⋯ ) ∈ , F is a set of P on operation, for ∈ , ( , , ⋯ ) ∈ .The operation on the P can be converted to the operation on the C by Cal, whose results are equivalent.
Definition 1, Homomorphic [2] : The encryption algorithm and operation on plaintext P satisfy Eq. 1, if ∀ , , ⋯ ∈ .

: , : ( , , ⋯ ), = ( , , ⋯ ) (1)
B. Key Generation and Protection
In order to overcome the security problem of key in the MORE algorithm, the key sequence is generated and randomly selected by the stream cipher algorithm, and the public key algorithm is used to encrypt the protection of K, which is a n×n matrix.
The key stream sequence S is generated by stream cipher algorithm. A new sequence ' consists of 4 elements (n is an even number) which are randomly selected from the S, as a child of a key matrix SK. A non-zero invertible matrix K is comprised of matrix SK and the identity matrix I. The inverse matrix [7] of the K is the .The ', SK, K and is shown as Eq. 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Public key cryptography algorithm (RSA) are used to encrypt the key sequence ′, which is deleted after encryption of plaintext and random sequence.
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C. Encryption Operation
The permutation sequence = , , ⋯ is generated by the stream cipher algorithm. After the permutation, the permuted plaintexts of P is divided into H blocks, where L is plaintext length, = 2 ⁄ . Each blocks is a diagonal matrix which contains 4 elements, whose 2 ⁄ elements belong to P. The random sequence = , , ⋯ is generated by the stream cipher algorithm. Each blocks is a diagonal matrix which contains 4 elements, whose 2 ⁄ elements belong to R. Matrix is constructed with and , which is n×n matrix. , and are shown as Eq. 6, 7, and 8. With symmetric encryption algorithm, Q and R are encrypted by the randomly generated keys T, which is encrypted with asymmetric encryption. After encryption, Q, R, and T can be eliminated.
D. Decryption
The replacement sequence Q, random number sequence R and key matrix K are decrypted by using the private key of Obviously, the DSFHE scheme is FHE because it satisfies the both homomorphic properties.
F. Application Example
For individual users of collaborative precision positioning cloud service system, the client generate dynamic key, permutation sequence, and random sequence, who take advantage of DSFHE algorithm to encrypt plaintext data and the key. The cipher-text data are sent to the data center. The users submit the computation instructions to the data center. After the data center computes the cipher-text, the calculation results are fed back to the users. Only legitimate users can decrypt and restore the calculated result in plain text by using their private key.
IV. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Privacy and Key Security
The plaintext encryption key K is randomly selected and dynamically generated from the key stream, which ensures the randomness and dynamic of the key. The key is protected by the public key algorithm, which guarantees the confidentiality of the key. Hybrid fully homomorphic encryption mechanism can be immune to choose plaintext attack. On the one hand, the permutation of plaintext sequence and participation calculation of random grouping , have changed the simple linear relationship between plaintext and cipher-text. On the other hand, the dynamic random key has increased the complexity of the relationship between plaintext and cipher-text.
B. Execution Time
DSFHE, Enhanced MORE and MORE are done in ThinkPad X230 laptop with specifications of Processor Intel Core i5 CPU, 2.5GHZ, quad-core processor, 4GB of memory. The execution time is studied for different plaintexts size, and for each plaintext size the mean execution time is measured for 200 iterations. Because each encryption increased with random matrix and K encryption compared with Enhanced MORE algorithm, the execution time of DSFHE is between Enhanced MORE and MORE, as shown in figure1. Compared with MORE algorithm, the increase of random number group is smaller, and the computation time cost is reduced.
C. Cipher-text Storage Overhead
In DSFHE mechanism, every plaintext data block ( 2 ⁄ valid elements) is encrypted to cipher-texts group ( elements). In addition to storage cipher-texts of the permutation sequence Q and the random number sequence R, the whole storage overhead of cipher-texts needs 2*m*n bytes per m bytes of plaintext. The storage overhead of cipher-texts is m*n*n per m bytes plaintext in MORE algorithm. Enhanced MORE algorithm needs m * n bytes of the cipher-texts to storage for m bytes of plaintexts, as shown in figure 2 . But the store overhead for random number Matrix R makes sense for improving data security of symmetric encryption.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we proposed a dynamic symmetric fully homomorphic encryption mechanism. Based on the comprehensive MORE and Enhance MORE algorithm, the scheme encrypt plaintext with symmetric key, with encrypting symmetric key, permutation sequence and random number sequence by asymmetric encryption schemes. This scheme reduces the cipher storage overhead, which improved the security key and ability against the attacks. However, the algorithm proposed in this paper have not solve the problem of realizing homomorphic computation and security sharing of multi-user cipher text with different keys, which needs further study.
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